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MOSQUITOS DESTROY "KURIER" BOMBER IN BAY OF BISCAY

Two Mosquitos of Fighter Command on patrol in the Bay of Biscay*this morning
destroyed a

F,W •200, a large four-engined aircraft known as the "Kurier", used

by the Germans for long range attacks on .Atlantic shipping and as "spotters”
for U-boats,

The Mosquitos sent the Kurier crashing into the sea by methodical attack -

Number one Mosquito put the two starboard engines out of action, and Number two

did the same to the port motors.

Both fighter-pilots are aged* 21 F/O A*D* Boyle comes from Ruislip, Middlesex,
and P/O J.D, Humphreys from East Ham, London, Before Joining the R.A.F, they
were respectively, a broker at Lloyds and an accountant, With them were navigators,
Sgt H.M, Friesner, from Manchester, and P/O,H. J. Lumb from Huddersfield, It

was the broker's first successful combat and the accountant's second.

"The Kurier looked to be struggling along with a heavy load of petrol -

probably bound for a long journey out to sea” said the pilot from Ruislip, I

closed in and attacked his starboard engines with cannon fire, I put these

out of action and then sent a burst into the fuselage which resulted in an

explosion and a big sheet of flame. My No, 2 followed with on attack on the port

engine and then put, paid to the Hun by shooting off his tail plane. The Kurier

just dived straight in - it was at about 300 feet - and all that remained a

second or two later was a spreading patch of burning petrol on the water”.

The second Mosquito pilot pressed home his attack so closely that his

windscreen engine's nacelles and the leading edges of his wing were smothered

with oil from the battered enemy aircraft.

"We circled the spot taking pictures of the biasing petrol with our

camera guns", said the second Mosquito pilot, "and then we set course for home •


